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Abstract: A detailed understanding of the engineering properties for grouted sand is a key concern
in foundation engineering projects containing sand layers. In this research, experiments of grouting
with various grain sizes of sand specimens using a new type of improved chemical material-urea
formaldehyde resin mixed with oxalate curing agent (UF-OA), which has rarely been used as grout
in the reinforcement of soft foundations, were conducted on the basis of a self-developed grouting
test system. After grouting tests, the effects on the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand specimens
were investigated through uniaxial compression tests considering the grain size, the presence or
absence of initial water in sand, and the curing time for grouted sand. Experimental results show that
with the increase in the grain size and the presence of initial water in the sand specimen, the values
of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and elastic moduli (E) of the grouted specimens decreased
obviously, indicating that the increase of grain size and the presence of initial water have negative
impacts on the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand; the peak strains (εc) were almost unchanged
after 14 days of curing; no brittle failure behavior occurred in the grouted specimens, and desirable
ductile failure characteristics were distinct after uniaxial compression. These mechanical behaviors
were significantly improved after 14 days of curing. The micro-structural properties obtained by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the finer grouted sand indicate preferable filling performance
to some extent, thereby validating the macroscopic mechanical behaviors.

Keywords: chemical grouts; grain size of sand; initial water contained in sand; grouted sand;
macroscopic mechanical behaviors; microstructure characteristics; ductile failure

1. Introduction

Chemical grouting is a well-known reinforcement method in geotechnical engineering, and
is used to reduce the permeability and increase the mechanical strength of the soil and rock mass.
Grout flowing through the soil and fracture network within the rock mass are similar to the flow
of fluid (or gas) through rock fracture networks [1–4]. Chemical grouts can penetrate tiny pores in
some dense but weak sand layers, where conventional Portland cement grouts are likely to fail [5,6],
although cement-based grouts are more widely used [7–9]. In recent years, many experimental results
on the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand using chemical grouts have been achieved. For example,
Anagnostopoulos, Papaliangas [10] investigated the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand and found
that the epoxy resin grouts of low water content caused an increase in strength and a decrease in
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water permeability. Xing, Dang [11] conducted experiments to study the mechanical properties of
chemically grouted sand and found that the dense polymer film–sand matrix after grouting also
led to a significant decrease in water permeability and an increase in mechanical strength. Porcino,
Ghionna [12] discussed the mechanical and hydraulic properties of sand injected with mineral-based
grouts or silicate solution, and showed that both mechanical strength and initial shear modulus in the
mineral-based grouted sand were higher than those of grouted sand using silicate solution. Dayakar,
Raman [13] performed an experiment on the influence of cement grouts on the supporting capacity
of sandy soil, and demonstrated that the strength of grouted specimens was improved with the
increase of the cement content. Some researchers also investigated the strength properties of sodium
silicate-grouted soils [14–18], and found that within a certain range, the mechanical strengths of the
grouted soils decreased with the increase of water content in different types of grouts.

The above research results mainly focused on the influence of the different chemical and cement
grouts (especially the amount of water in the grouts) on the mechanical parameters of the grouted
sand; however, no variation of the curing time of grouted sand specimens was considered. Moreover,
in terms of the grouting material, the improved chemical material UF-OA (a urea formaldehyde resin
mixed with an oxalate curing agent that can be used to accelerate the curing process), characterized by
high bonding strength, low production cost, sufficient raw materials and non-polluting nature [19],
has rarely been used as grout for reinforcing soft foundations. Furthermore, the impact of the initial
water contained in sand is also crucial to the mechanical mechanism, which has yet to be studied
in chemical grouted sand up to now. To address these gaps in knowledge, a series of samples were
prepared, and studies were conducted:

The gel time, concretion rate, and mechanical and rheological properties of UF-OA grouts with
various volume ratios between A and B (A-volume of urea formaldehyde resin, and B-volume of
oxalate curing agent) were determined to obtain a suitable volume ratio of A and B in the grouts.

The sand specimens with different grain sizes were prepared (defined as “large-grain sand”,
“medium-grain sand” and “small-grain sand”, corresponding to different porosity), and the grouting
apparatus was developed specifically for the grouting experiments in the study.

Through the tests of permeation grouting using the UF-OA chemical grouting material, uniaxial
compression and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the mechanical and microscopic characteristics
of the grouted sand specimens were obtained, taking into account the different particle size (porosity),
the existence (or absence) of the initial water (to facilitate the comparative study of the two, ωwc of 0%
and 5% were only selected in the study) in the sand specimens, as well as the different curing times of
3, 7, 14 and 28 days.

2. Experimental Work

2.1. Specimen Preparation

The results of tests of the physical parameters of the sand are shown in Table 1, including grain
size, water content, average porosity and mass density. Based on the relative grain size, the sand
specimens used in the experiment were divided into three major types (large-grain, medium-grain,
and small-grain sand, which can be quantified as the porosity); the specimens were placed in
a cylindrical grouting barrel with diameter of 150 mm and height of 200 mm and then subjected
to grout injection with UF grouts during the grouting tests.
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Table 1. Physical parameters of sand specimens before grouting.

Sand Category
Used in the Tests Grain Size (mm) Water Content (%) Average Initial

Porosity
Average Mass

Density (g/cm3)

Large-grain 0.5 < d < 0.85 0 34 2.52
5 30 2.61

Medium-grain 0.25 < d < 0.42 0 36 2.67
5 32 2.74

Small-grain 0.11 < d < 0.21 0 40 2.72
5 37 2.80

The parameter acquisition process is briefly described below:

Grain size:

The different grain sizes were gained by using a shaking screen, etc.

Water content:

ωWC =
g1 − g2

g2
× 100% (1)

where ωwc refers to the water content of initial sand (before grouting), g1 and g2 denote the weight
of the specimen with water and the dry specimen, respectively. It is worth noting that the water
content in this paper was known (5%), and the amount of water needed to be added was calculated by
using this formula in the process of sample making. A high-precision electronic balance and an oven
are necessary.

Initial porosity:

We measured the volume of the material in the natural state V0 (apparent volume), quality of the
material m and density of the material ρ, and then used the formula for porosity expressed as:

φ = (1− m/V0

ρ
)× 100% (2)

2.2. Chemical Reaction of Grout Components

When the urea formaldehyde resin was mixed with the oxalate curing agent to improve the
property of the urea formaldehyde resin, the following reactions occurred, as shown in Equations
(3)–(5) [20]. According to the reaction equation, in the addition reaction stage (Equation (3)), urea
reacts with formaldehyde water, generating hydroxymethyl urea and dihydroxymethyl urea in the
case of the weak base. Then, the oxalic acid reacts with the hydroxymethyl urea and dihydroxymethyl
urea according to Equations (4) and (5), respectively, to produce acidic solution. In the acidic condition,
various polymethylenes are produced to achieve solidification.

NH2

|
CO
|

NH2

+ HCHO
pH7∼9→

NHCH2OH
|

CO
|

NH2

+

NHCH2OH
|

CO
|

NHCH2OH
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2.3. Properties of UF-OA Grouts

Through a series of physical and mechanical tests, the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
grout gels with different volume ratios were obtained by mechanical test, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the grout gel with different volume ratios obtained by
using uniaxial compressive strength tests.

A:B 4:1 5:1 6:1 7:1

Elastic Modulus (MPa) 120 140 180 220
Poisson’s Ratio 0.187 0.211 0.25 0.3

Moreover, the gel time and concretion rate with different volume ratios, viscosity variation with
time, UCS variation with different curing time, and the ultimate compressive failure characteristics
of the grout gel were determined: the gel time, concretion rate, and viscosity were tested by using
a digital viscometer, as shown in Figure 1a. The uniaxial compressive strengths (UCSs) were obtained
after the uniaxial compression tests, as displayed in Figure 1b. Figure 1c shows that the gel time and
concretion rate both increased as the volume ratio of A and B increased. The values of gel time and
concretion rate at A:B of 7 were 330 s and 99.2%, respectively. Similar to the above two parameters,
the uniaxial compressive strengths at the same curing time were enhanced with the increasing A:B.
In addition, the mechanical strengths also increased with the increase of curing time while keeping A:B
unchanged, as shown in Figure 1e. The ultimate compressive failure of the UF-OA grouts, featuring the
expansion and vertical splitting fracture of the gel, are as shown in Figure 1f. As shown in Figure 1d,
the viscosity of the grouts increased with time but decreased with the increase in A:B. These findings
indicated that the UF-OA grouts with an A:B of 7 would have better mechanical characteristics and
flow properties than those with other volume ratios. Therefore, UF-OA grouts with a volume ratio of 7
were chosen in this study.

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Rheological and mechanical properties of the UF-OA (urea formaldehyde resin mixed with
oxalate curing agent) grouts, including (a) the digital viscometer; (b) specimen under compression;
(c) gel time and concretion rate with different volume ratios; (d) viscosity variation with time;
(e) uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) variation with different curing time; and (f) the ultimate
compressive failure characteristics of grout gel.

2.4. Laboratory Procedure

The grouting test was conducted by injecting a measurable quantity of UF grouts into the sand
specimen that was placed in the grouting barrel by using the self-designed grouting experimental
setup, which is composed of a ground stress simulation system, a grouting test system (the cylindrical
grouting barrel is assembled by two pieces of semi-cylindrical barrels for convenience in installation
and disassembly), a grouting pressure gauge, a grout transmission system, and a grout supply system,
as shown in Figure 2. Note that the testing machine can apply an axial pressure as well as a lateral
restraining action (Poisson effect) on the specimen inside the grouting barrel via the load-bearing plate,
which can be easily moved up and down in the grouting barrel to represent the ground stress in the
real situation (Equation (6)). Moreover, the fixed axial pressure and the lateral restraint in the grouting
apparatus can ensure that the porosity remains close to constant during the experiment.

F
A

= γH, (6)

where F and A refer to the axial force provided by the testing machine and the area of load-bearing
plate (0.02 m2), respectively, γ denotes the average unit weight for sand layers (20 kN/m3), and H is
related to the ground depth. Here, H of 10 m was set up in the study, and the corresponding axial force
F of 4 kN was calculated.
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Figure 2. (a) Grouting experimental setup and (b) detailed schematic layout of the grouting test system.

After performing the grouting tests and curing for the designed times (3, 7, 14 and 28 days),
referring to the uniaxial compression test standard [21], the grouted standard cylindrical sand
specimens with the same height-to-diameter ratio of 2 (100 mm × 50 mm) for different grain size and
initial water conditions were extracted from the grouting reinforced body (150 mm × 200 mm) in the
grouting barrel, and then these grouted specimens were subjected to uniaxial compression tests using
the CMT5305 electronic universal testing machine at a loading rate of 3 × 10−3 mm per second. Finally,
after 28 days of curing, the microstructure scanning tests for the grouted specimens not subjected to
the uniaxial compression tests were conducted using SEM.

To prevent the hydrofracturing of sand specimens from occurring, the grouting pressure during
the grouting experiments must be maintained at a lower level (while the grouting pressures in
the “hydrofracturing grouting” are larger and have larger serrated changes during the grouting
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experiments) using a hand grouting pump (which allows for easy adjustment of the grouting pressure)
and a pressure gauge to ensure the penetration of the grouts in the sand samples. Note that each of the
reported values for mechanical parameters in this study represent the average value of three specimens.

3. Results

3.1. Macroscopic Mechanical Parameters

To study the differences in mechanical behaviors among the multiple grouted specimens of
different grain size and initial water conditions at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days of curing, different axial
stress–strain curves of grouted sand specimens after the uniaxial compression tests are shown in
Figure 3. Because the grouts in small-grain sand could not be sufficiently hardened in a short time,
no corresponding effective experimental results were obtained on the small-grain grouted specimens
after 3 days of curing, as shown in Figure 3a. More details are described in the Discussion.

Figure 3. Axial stress–strain curves of representative grouted sand specimens with different grain
size and water-contained condition of sand after curing treatment: (a–d) at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days of
curing, respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the evolution of the different mechanical parameters (namely, uniaxial
compressive strength (UCS), elastic modulus (E), and peak axial strain (εc)) of the grouted sand
specimens (see Table 3) with curing time (t) and porosity (ϕ), respectively. Figure 4a revealed that
the average values of UCS for all of the grouted specimens in different grain sizes and initial water
content increased distinctly with the increase in curing time (from 3 to 28 days). However, the slopes
of curves decreased gradually after 14 days of curing (the slopes were quantified by linear fit, as
shown in Figure 4a), this observation indicated that the mechanical behaviors for grouted specimens
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after 14 days of curing appeared to obtain satisfactory improvement. From the curing time of 3
(or 7) to 28 days, the average values of UCS of the grouted specimens not containing initial water
increased by approximately 80% in the specimens with small grain size, compared to 76% and 51%
with medium and large grain size, respectively, indicating that the curing time had positive effects on
improving the mechanical characteristics of the sand after grouting, especially for the sand of smaller
grain size. The evolution of UCS over curing time in grouted specimens containing initial water was
consistent with that of the specimens without initial water. Additionally, as shown in Figure 5a, for
the same curing time, the UCS curves all approximately increased with the increase in the porosity
(corresponding to the grain size of sand) (Table 1); in other words, as the sand particle size decreased,
the strength of the grouted sand increased, as confirmed by previous research results [22,23]. Zebovitz,
Krizek [24] reported that this phenomenon occurs because the number of grain-to-grain contacts per
unit volume of sand increases as the gradation of sand becomes finer or as the specific surfaces of the
sand become larger; therefore, it is reasonable that the finer sand would exhibit higher strength than
the coarser sand. Moreover, because of the presence of initial water in the specimen, the decrease in the
UCS of grouted sand was also obviously observed. For example, the UCS of the small-grain grouted
specimen without initial water (corresponding to the porosity of 40, see Figure 5) decreased from
12.83 MPa to 7.19 MPa (the UCS value of the small-grain grouted specimen containing initial water
corresponding to the porosity of 37, see Figure 5) at the age of 28 days, a reduction of 44% compared to
a reduction of 38% in a specimen of medium grain size and a reduction of 33% in a specimen of large
grain size.

Figures 4b and 5b show the relationships of E–t and E–ϕ, respectively, where E is calculated as the
average slope in the elastic deformation stage of the stress–strain curve. Overall, the average values of
E appeared to be increasing with the increase in curing time and grain size (porosity), and this was
similar to those of the UCS. For the grouted sand specimens with the same grain size, the average
values of E in the specimens not containing the initial water were found to be significantly higher than
those with the initial water. For example, they increased by approximately 66%, 55% and 57% after
28 days of curing in the specimens with small, medium, and large grain size, respectively, further
demonstrating the adverse impact of initial water contained in sand on the mechanical behaviors of
grouted sand.

The average values of peak axial strains of grouted specimens ranging from 3% to 6% are shown in
Figure 4c. These results illustrated that the peak strains of different specimens were almost unchanged
after 14 days of curing, revealing that the deformation characteristics of grouted specimens tended to
be stable with the increase of curing time.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Different average values of mechanical parameters versus curing time. (a) σc, (b) E, (c) εc.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Different average values of mechanical parameters versus initial porosity. (a) σc, (b) E.

Table 3. Average values of mechanical parameters of grouted sand specimens.

Sand
Types

ωwc
(%)

UCS (MPa) E (GPa) εc (×10−2)
ϕ

3 d 7 d 14 d 28 d σ 3 d 7 d 14 d 28 d σ 3 d 7 d 14 d 28 d σ

Large 0 5.70 6.21 7.62 8.59 1.34–3.12 0.25 0.27 0.34 0.35 0.14–0.29 4.36 3.78 3.19 3.63 0.04–0.09 34
5 2.38 3.31 4.30 5.76 1.21–2.45 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.23 0.21–0.35 5.22 4.58 3.67 3.12 0.05–0.10 30

Medium 0 5.70 6.50 8.58 10.03 0.94–3.57 0.27 0.30 0.35 0.36 0.32–0.37 4.10 5.09 4.53 4.25 0.08–0.13 36
5 3.78 4.30 5.28 6.22 0.89–2.63 0.08 0.11 0.15 0.23 0.19–0.54 4.73 5.55 4.85 4.5 0.03–0.05 32

Small 0 - 7.12 10.02 12.83 1.14–3.01 - 0.32 0.38 0.40 0.27–0.51 - 4.46 4.57 4.74 0.11–0.14 40
5 - 5.69 6.24 7.19 1.25–1.85 - 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.38–0.43 - 5.75 5.62 5.60 0.09–0.15 37

Note: ωwc refers water content of initial sand (before grouting); d represents days; σ means standard deviation; and
ϕ represents porosity. For instance, UCS (E, εc) for 3 d means the average values of uniaxial compressive strength
(elasticity modulus, peak axial strain) of the grouted sand specimens after 3 days of curing.

3.2. Microstructure Characteristics

According to Figure 6, which shows the SEM images of sections in grouted specimens (three pieces
of specimens chosen with 28 days of curing), the preparation of SEM samples generally includes the
following steps: determining the sampling site from the grouted samples, and then obtaining the
SEM samples by thin section identification method. The abovementioned macroscopic mechanical
results of the grouted sand (the finer the particle size of sand, the greater was the UCS of the grouted
sand) can be explained from a microscopic perspective to a certain extent. For example, according to
the magnified surfaces in the scale of 1:500 displayed in Figure 6(a1–c1), the finer the particle size of
sand, the thicker and denser was the grout filling layer. In more detail, compared to the small-grain
specimen magnified at the scale of 1:5000 (Figure 6(c2)), micro-cracks that were not completely filled
by UF grouts were found in the large- and medium-grain specimens because of the larger grain size of
the sand, as shown in Figure 6(a2,b2). Moreover, referring to Figure 6(c2), finer sand clearly possessed
desirable filling performance because the UF grouts filled almost all of the voids and cracks between
grains in many section surfaces; this observation was consistent with the observation results of other
finer sand specimens after 7 and 14 days of curing. However, at present, it is difficult to draw reliable
observations from qualitative SEM images. Therefore, the microstructural characteristics of grouted
sand should be investigated and quantified in future research. Moreover, a study on the presence of
such micro-cracks occurring in the grouted large-grain and medium-grain sand is needed in the next
work because a dissipative phenomenon is associated to them [25–27]. Sometimes this dissipative
behavior can be as a desired mechanical property, such as in absorbing seismic excitations, provided
that it does not lower the resistance too much.
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Figure 6. Representative SEM images (the magnifications are 500× (set 1) and 5000× (set 2)) of section
surfaces in grouted sand specimens after 28 days of curing: (a) large-grain sand; (b) medium-grain
sand; (c) small-grain sand.

4. Discussion

From the representative axial stress–strain curves shown in Figure 3, the ductile behaviors of
various grouted sand specimens under uniaxial compression is analyzed below.

The stress–strain curves are divided into four stages: compaction stage, elastic deformation stage,
yield stage, and post-peak stage. It was noticed that at the post-peak stage for all tested sand specimens,
no obvious instant drop (brittle failures) occurred for the curves, demonstrating that the grouted sand
specimen had the expected ductility with deformation up to a larger strain of approximately 7%,
where the ultimate failure was observed; this property is advantageous to the delay of structural
damage when disasters occur [28]. From the macroscopic and microscopic observations, the strong
adhesion between the UF grouts and sand particles was found to essentially improve the mechanical
and deformation characteristics of the grouted sand.

5. Conclusions

The finer grouted specimens were found to achieve higher strength, whereas the presence of
initial water had a negative impact on the mechanical behaviors compared with the absence of
water. These results are complemented and verified by the study of the microstructure through SEM,
demonstrating that the grouts adhered better to the grains in the finer sand by almost filling all the
cracks. Through the above study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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(1) The gel time, concretion rate, and mechanical and rheological properties of the improved chemical
grouts (UF-OA grouts) with various volume ratios of A and B were investigated to obtain
a suitable ratio (A:B of 7) in the grouts used in this study.

(2) With the increase in the grain size of the sand and the existence of initial water contained in sand,
the values of the strength (UCS) and elastic moduli (E) for most of the grouted sand specimens
decreased distinctly. Moreover, with the increase in the curing time, the UCS and E presented
an increasing trend, and the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand after 14 days of curing were
significantly improved. Moreover, the peak strains for the grouted specimens were found to
remain constant with the increase of curing time after 14 days of curing.

(3) The microstructural characteristics indicate that the finer grouted sand was found to achieve
higher mechanical strength via the better filling performance.

(4) Most of the grouted sand specimens under uniaxial compression at curing times of 3, 7, 14 and
28 days revealed desirable ductile failure characteristics.
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Notations

ωwc water content of initial sand (before grouting)
σ standard deviation
ϕ porosity
UF-OA urea formaldehyde resin mixed with oxalate curing agent
σ1 axial stress (MPa)
ε1 axial strain (10−2)
UCS (σc) uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)
E elasticity modulus of grouted sand (GPa)
εc peak axial strain (10−2)
t curing time
SEM scanning electron microscope
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